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Does report on bed closures
fully reflect local opposition?
‘SoB! responses’ and the other
showing ‘non-SoB! responses’.
Are we supposed to be amazed
that the new pie chart, excluding
the SoB! figures, shows 59% in
support of the CCG proposal?
That is still only just over half of
those responding and not exactly
suggestive of resounding support
for the proposal, even after removing legitimate SoB! responses.
Q2) Our draft proposal for
NORTH DORSET includes community hubs with beds at Blandford Hospital and at Sherborne
(Yeatman) Hospital, and a community hub without beds at
Shaftesbury, possibly at a differ-

The results of this year’s public
consultation carried out by Opinion
Research Services (ORS) on Dorset
CCG’s planned countywide healthcare
reforms – including the removal of
inpatient beds from Westminster
Memorial Hospital in Shaftesbury –
has now been published. Here, Julian
Prichard from local campaign group
Save our Beds! (SoB!) gives his verdict
on the review

IN an unprecedented show of support for
retaining the beds at Westminster Memorial Hospital, Shaftesbury, supporters
within the Save our Beds! (SoB!) area –
all users of the Dorset Clinical Commissioning Group’s facilities – returned 7,565
out of 15,082 CCG’s Clinical Services Review (CSR) questionnaires.
That is over 50 percent of the entire response from the area covered by the
DCCG. Working on the statistics so far
published, these are our views – though
this analysis may change when more detailed statistics are published.
The SoB! Campaign mobilised the community last February and provided questionnaires to those who were unaware of
the proposed bed closures. The Dorset
CCG wanted the public to have their say
and the public have spoken – over 90% of
those affected by the proposed beds closures at the WMH disagreed with the proposal.
Opinion Research Services (ORS) has

ent site to the existing hospital.
To what extent to you agree or
disagree with our draft proposal
for NORTH DORSET?
Since it seems fair game for the
ORS to separate out pie charts to
show more favourable DCCG
statistics, SoB! has decided to
produce our own basic pie charts
to give a more realistic picture.
We have removed the respondents, outside of SoB! territory,
that have other community hospitals closer than WMH and will
therefore be predominately unaffected by any changes in North
Dorset, except possibly from the
pressure of WMH patients requiring the use of their medical beds.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO THE CCG CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE
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produced a series of pie charts as a simple
way to represent the responses provided by
individuals, telephone surveys, organisations and NHS employees for each proposal.
They have also produced a bar chart to
report the number of responses to each of
the questions posed, by locality. Amazingly, the analysis seemed to be supported
by either three out of four, or all four pie
charts, showing support for all the
DCCG’s proposals. It was only the ‘individuals’ pie chart, documenting the questionnaires that we completed, that seem to
disagree with the proposed healthcare
changes. Funny that.
However, let’s focus on the two questions relevant to Shaftesbury WMH.
Q1) To what extent do to you agree or disagree that our proposal to provide services
closer to peoples’ homes using community !
teams based at local community hubs will
deliver better care?
For those in SoB! territory (North
Dorset, Wiltshire and South Somerset) removing the beds from Shaftesbury WHM
would not ‘…deliver better care…’ and
that is what we consistently said to the
CCG.
Of 15,768 responses from ‘individuals’,
the ORS pie chart shows 52% disagreeing
and only 41% agreeing that the proposal
will provide better care.
The ORS said that ‘SoB! has had a
major impact on the statistics’ and produced two further pie charts, one showing
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ORS have told us that 1,996
NHS staff responded but of those
who submitted their postcode, less
than 11 percent or 216 were
resident in North Dorset. It is
interesting to note from the pie
chart that 505 NHS staff disagreed
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TELEPHONE SURVEY RESPONSES TO THE CCG CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

In fact 272 residents were
surveyed and not 286 (95 from
North Dorset as opposed to 109)
and we are looking forward to the
CCG updating these figures on
their online summary. Looking at
where the telephone surveys took
place and the numbers who were
surveyed we can see that 115
residents came from SoB!
territory and 157 from outside
SoB! territory. Not exactly a fair
representation. Most importantly,
the ORS admitted that the
telephone consultation was
carried out without a script and by
reading out the questionnaire,
with some residents neither
having a copy in front of them nor
wanting to answer questions
outside of their area. Is this a
consistent telephone survey?
There is also the question of the
3,309 ‘unknown’ (i.e. without
postcodes) DCCG questionnaire
responses, whose data have been
correctly included in the pie charts
but not in the bar charts, where the
data is presented by locality. We
would very much like to know
how many of these ‘unknowns’
answered the North Dorset
question and how they answered.
Without an answer, we could
probably extrapolate the results by
distributing them in the same
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removing the beds – are they
relevant organisations? We
would very much like a list.
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The 1st pie chart shows 63%
dissent for the DCCG proposal
for North Dorset – no other
Dorset area came close, in
percentage
terms,
when
disagreeing with the proposal for
their locality
The 2nd pie chart shows the
unequivocal
level
of
disagreement with the proposal
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with the proposal which is more
than double those resident in North
Dorset. Unfortunately, the number
of NHS staff recorded in the pie
chart do not tally with the numbers
subsequently forwarded by the
ORS.

ORGANISATIONS’ RESPONSE TO THE CCG CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE
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Who
are these 71 organisations
and especially the 33
organisations that agree with
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NHS EMPLOYEES’ RESPONSE TO THE DCCG CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

from nearly 6,500 of those who
would be most affected by the
removal
of
beds
from
Westminster Memorial Hospital.
The 3rd pie chart shows that
those unaffected by the proposal
are equally split, suggesting they
are unsure of their views and can
therefore be discounted or
removed from the statistics.

ratios across Dorset in which case
the share of responses from SoB!
territory could jump up from 50%.
We believe that the ORS,
despite some minor numerical
errors which they are correcting,
have carried out a true and proper
analysis. We also believe that the
DCCG will answer the questions
put to them fairly and we will
report back on their response in
due course.
However, it doesn’t take much
to realise that if the DCCG believe
that there is support for their
North Dorset proposal, as a result
of the ORS presentation of their
‘Summary Report of Findings’,
they may simply believe what
Benjamin Disraeli is purported to
have said: ‘There are three kinds
of lies: lies, damned lies and
statistics.’
With the main purpose of SoB!
complete, we feel that it is only
fair to give the DCCG some time
and peace to reflect on the
strength of feeling surrounding
the Shaftesbury Westminster
Memorial Hospital. SoB! is now
moving into a new phase of
engagement as well as also
fundraising
for
further
development of the hospital,
while keeping our army of
volunteers at the ready.
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